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Abstract A first-order discontinuous Galerkin method is proposed for solv-
ing the steady-state incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. The stability of
this penalty-free method is obtained by locally enriching the discrete space
with a quadratic polynomial. A priori error estimates are derived. Numerical
examples confirm the theoretical convergence.
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1 Introduction

Various discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods have been proposed for solving
the steady-state incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. However, very few
of those methods have been theoretically analyzed. The interior-penalty DG
method is analyzed in [11,19] where the velocity (respectively the pressure) is
approximated by fully discontinuous polynomials of degree k (respectively k�
1). The earlier work [15] analyzes a scheme where the velocity is approximated
by pointwise divergence-free discontinuous polynomials and the pressure by
continuous polynomials. The local discontinuous Galerkin method has been
theoretically investigated in the paper [8], and in a following note [9] that
results in a pointwise divergence-free velocity. All these DG methods contain
a stabilization term, also called a penalty term, that helps enforcing the weak
continuity of the numerical solution. For symmetric discretization of the elliptic
operator, the penalty term involves a penalty parameter that is required to be
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large enough in order to have coercivity. In a non-exhaustive list, we point to
some papers that formulate various discontinuous Galerkin methods for solving
the incompressible steady-state Navier-Stokes equations, but do not address
the theoretical convergence: [17,14,2]. For the linear problem of Stokes, there
is a large literature on the analysis of DG methods: see for instance [13,22,21,
7,11] and the references therein.

All the methods mentioned above include a stabilizing penalty term. The
use of the penalty term is crucial in the stability and convergence analy-
sis for most of the DG methods applied to elliptic problems. Removing the
penalty term in the non-symmetric interior penalty DG method yields the
Oden-Babus̆ka-Baumann method [18], the analysis of which is found in [20] for
polynomials of degree at least equal to two. Recently, penalty-free discontinu-
ous Galerkin methods were introduced in [4,1] as an answer to the interesting
theoretical question of proving stability and convergence of the Oden-Babus̆ka-
Baumann method in any dimension for polynomial degree equal to one. An
inf-sup condition can be proved if the discrete space of discontinuous piecewise
linears is enriched with a quadratic polynomial on each mesh element. Using
the same type of enrichment, the symmetric penalty-free DG method was then
analyzed for elliptic problems in [5], and for the Stokes problem in [6].

In this paper, we apply the enriched low-order penalty-free DG method to
the nonlinear Navier-Stokes equations. The approximation of the velocity is in
the locally enriched space, and the approximation of the pressure is piecewise
constant. Special care is needed to handle the nonlinear convection term. As a
consequence of the scheme, the numerical solution satisfies a local momentum
equation on each mesh element, that is penalty-free. This paper considers both
the symmetric and non-symmetric discretization of the elliptic operator, and
we point out in the paper the differences in the analysis between the two.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In the next section, the Navier-
Stokes equations and the penalty-free DG scheme are stated. Section 3 focuses
on proving existence of the numerical solution. The argument is based on
showing existence of a fixed point of a particular map G, so that the fixed-
point is the numerical solution. One key ingredient is an inf-sup condition.
Section 4 derives an optimal error estimate. The proof of the inf-sup condition
is given in Section 5. Continuity of the map G is obtained in Section 6. Finally,
numerical examples confirm the theoretical convergence rates.

2 Model Problem and Scheme

We define the Navier-Stokes equations on a convex polygon Ω � Rd with
d � 2, 3. Given f in L2pΩq find pu, pq in H1

0pΩq � L2
0pΩq, such that

�µ∆u� u �∇u�∇p � f , in Ω, (1)

∇ � u � 0, in Ω, (2)

u � 0, on BΩ. (3)
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The fluid viscosity µ is a constant 0   µ ¤ 1 and f is a force acting on the
fluid. We first define the discrete spaces. Let Th be a shape-regular subdivision
of Ω. Let Fi be the set of interior faces and let Fe be the set of boundary
faces. Also denote Fh � Fi Y Fe the set of all faces. For an element τ in Th,
the parameter hτ denotes its diameter and for a face F in Fh, hF denotes
the diameter of F . Set h � maxτPTh

hτ and let h̃ be the function such that
h̃|τ � hτ and h̃|F � hF for all τ in Th and F in Fh. To an interior face F of
Fi shared by two elements τ1F and τ2F , we associate a unit normal vector nF
directed from τ1F to τ2F and we define the jump and average of a function v
(scalar or vector) by:

rvs � pv|τ1
F
q � pv|τ2

F
q, tvu � 1

2
pv|τ1

F
q � 1

2
pv|τ2

F
q.

As usual, the choice of direction of nF is obtained by ordering the elements
of Th. To simplify the writing, we also denote by sv the spatial average of a
function v on elements or faces:

sv|F � 1

|F |
»
F

v, sv|τ � 1

|τ |
»
τ

v.

From the approximation properties, there is a positive constant CA indepen-
dent of h such that

}v � sv}τ ¤ CAhτ }∇v}τ , @τ P Th. (4)

The L2 norm on a domain O is denoted as usual by } � }O. Similarly, the L2

inner-product on elements and faces is denoted by p�, �qTh
and p�, �qFh

. We will
also use the notation:

} � }Th
�
� ¸
τPTh

} � }2τ
�1{2

, } � }Ft
�
� ¸
FPFt

} � }2F
�1{2

, t � i, h.

The velocity space is the piecewise linear space enriched with one quadratic
function. Define

V h � tv P L2pΩqd, v|τ P pP1pτqqd �αφ, @α P Rdu,
where

φpxq �
ḑ

i�1

x2i , @x � px1, . . . , xdq.

The space V h is equipped with the norm:

}vh}V �
�
}∇vh}2Th

� }rh� 1
2 rvhs}2Fh

	1{2
.

The pressure space Qh � L2
0pΩq is the space of discontinuous piecewise con-

stants and it is equipped with the norm:

}qh}Q � }h̃ 1
2 rqhs}Fi

.
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In the text, we also use the notation:

}pvh, qhq}V �Q � �}vh}2V � }qh}2Q
�1{2

.

In the analysis below we will use an equivalent norm to } � }V (see [6]): there
exists a constant CE ¡ 0 independent of h such that

CE}vh}V ¤
�
}∇vh}2Th

� ||h̃� 1
2 �rvhs||2Fh

	1{2
¤ }vh}V , @vh P V h. (5)

Given the symmetrization parameter ε in t�1,�1u, we define two bilinear
forms ap�, �q and bp�, �q, that are the DG discretizations of the diffusion and
pressure terms respectively. For all uh,vh in V h, for all qh in Qh, we define

apuh,vhq � p∇uh,∇vhqTh
�pt∇uhunF , rvhsqFh

� εpruhs, t∇vhunF qFh
, (6)

bpqh,vhq � �pqh,∇ � vhqTh
� ptqhu, rvhs � nF qFh

. (7)

To discretize the nonlinear convection term we introduce the notation zint

respectively zext to denote the restriction of z to the element τ , respectively
the neighboring element to τ . The vector nτ is the unit normal outward to τ .

cpzh,uh,vh,whq � puh �∇vh,whqTh
� 1

2
pp∇ � uhqvh,whqTh

� 1

2
pruhs, tvh �whuqFh

�
¸
τPTh

»
Bτ

zh
�

|tuhu � nτ |pvinth � vexth q �wint
h , @zh,uh,vh,wh P V h, (8)

where
Bτwh
� � tx P Bτ : twhu � nτ   0u. (9)

The penalty-free DG method is defined as follows: find puh, phq P V h � Qh
such that

µapuh,vhq � bpph,vhq � bpqh,uhq � cpuh,uh,uh,vhq � `pvh, qhq. (10)

for all pvh, qhq in V h � Qh. The form `p�, �q is simply `pvh, qhq � pf ,vhqTh
.

The form c has been previously studied in [11,19,12]. We recall the following
bounds (see Lemma 6.1 in [11] and Proposition 4.1 in [12]).

Lemma 1 There is a constant C0 independent of h such that

|cpzh,uh,vh,whq| ¤ C0}uh}V }vh}V }wh}V , @zh,uh,vh,wh P V h, (11)

cpvh,vh,wh,whq ¥ 0 @vh,wh P V h. (12)

Problem (10) is nonlinear and the next section proves existence of a solution
by applying the Leray-Schauder theorem. We conclude this section by recall-
ing some inverse and trace inequalities needed in the analysis. There exist
constants CI and CT independent of h such that:

}h̃∆vh}Th
¤ CI}∇vh}Th

, @vh P V h, (13)

}h̃�1{2rvhs}Fh
¤ CT }h̃�1vh}Th

, @vh P V h, (14)

}h̃1{2t∇vhunF }Fh
¤ CT }∇vh}Th

, @vh P V h, (15)

}h̃1{2r∇vhsnF }Fi
¤ CT }∇vh}Th

, @vh P V h. (16)
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3 Existence and Uniqueness of Numerical Solution

In this part we prove the existence of a numerical solution. We construct a
map G by linearizing the convection term in problem (10) and show existence
of a fixed point of G. Define G as follows:

G : V h �Qh Ñ V h �Qh

pũh, p̃hq ÞÑ puh, phq

where puh, phq satisfies for all pvh, qhq in V h �Qh:

µapuh,vhq � bpph,vhq � bpqh,uhq � cpũh, ũh,uh,vhq � `pvh, qhq. (17)

We observe that a fixed point of the map G is a solution of (10). We first
need to check that the map G is well-defined, i.e. that there exists a unique
solution puh, phq to problem (17). By denoting the left-hand side of (17) by
Sũh

ppuh, phq, pvh, qhqq, we rewrite problem (17) as:

Sũh
ppuh, phq, pvh, qhqq � `pvh, qhq, @pvh, qhq P V h �Qh. (18)

One critical part of the proof is an inf-sup condition for the form Sũh
. The

inf-sup result holds if ũh is in a ball of radius C defined below:

C �
#
µ CE

4C0
pmaxpC2

I � 1, C2
T , C

2
T p 14 � C2

Aqqq�1{2 for ε � 1

µ CE

4C0p1�4C2
T q
pmaxpC2

I � 1, C2
T , C

2
T p 14 � C2

Aqqq�1{2 for ε � �1
(19)

We now state the inf-sup condition and postpone its proof to Section 5.

Proposition 1 Assume ruh satisfies the following bound:

}ruh}V ¤ C, (20)

where C is defined in (19). There exists a constant β ¡ 0 independent of h and
of ruh such that for all puh, phq in V h �Qh there holds

β}puh, phq}V �Q ¤ sup
pvh,qhqPV h�Qh

Sũh
ppuh, phq, pvh, qhqq
}pvh, qhq}V �Q . (21)

One can easily check that Sũh
is continuous and that ` is continuous. In fact,

|`pvh, qhq} ¤ CP }f}L2pΩq}vh}V , @pvh, qhq P V h �Qh,

where CP is the constant in the generalized Poincaré inequality valid for
discontinuous piecewise polynomials (see for instance Lemma 6.2 in [11] or
[3]). Therefore, by Lax-Milgram’s theorem, there exists a unique puh, phq in
V h�Qh satisfying (18). In addition we have the following bound for puh, phq:

}puh, phq}V �Q ¤ CP
β
}f}L2pΩq. (22)
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Under the small data assumption

}f}L2pΩq ¤
βC
CP

, (23)

we then conclude that the solution uh also satisfies the bound

}uh}V ¤ C.

Define the space
Xh � tvh P V h : }vh}V ¤ Cu.

Thus we showed that the restriction of the map G to the space Xh �Qh is a
well-defined map onto Xh�Qh. Second, in order to apply the Leray-Schauder
theorem, we need to show that the map G is continuous. The proof of the
following proposition is technical and postponed to Section 6.

Proposition 2 Let pũnqn¥0 be a sequence in Xh that converges to ũ in Xh.
Let pp̃nqn¥0 be a sequence in Qh that converges to p̃ in Qh. Define pun, pnq �
Gpũn, p̃nq and pu, pq � Gpũ, p̃q. Then, the sequence punqn¥0 converges to u
in Xh and the sequence ppnqn¥0 converges to p in Qh.

Moreover, one can check that G maps bounded sets to bounded sets, and this
implies that G is compact. The last assumption in the Leray-Schauder theorem
is to show that the set

Z � tpũh, p̃hq PXh �Qh : pũh, p̃hq � λGpũh, p̃hq for some 0 ¤ λ ¤ 1u
is bounded, which is trivial. Therefore we have shown that there exists a fixed
point of the map G restricted to Xh � Qh. We summarize the result in the
following theorem.

Theorem 1 Under the small data assumption (23) there exists puh, phq in
Xh �Qh that satisfies

µapuh,vhq�bpph,vhq�bpqh,uhq�cpuh,uh,uh,vhq � `pvh, qhq,@pvh, qhq P V h�Qh
Remark 1 After some algebraic manipulation, since C and β depend on µ, we
can rewrite (23) under the form:

}f}L2pΩq ¤M1
µ2

µ�M2
, (24)

for some constants M1 and M2 independent of µ.

We finish this section by proving a local uniqueness result. The proof uses a
technical property of the nonlinear part of the c form (see Proposition 4.10
in [10]). There is a positive constant C1 independent of h such that for any
zh,wh,vh in V h, we have

|cn`pzh,wh, zh,vhq�cn`pwh,wh, zh,vhq| ¤ C1}zh�wh}V }vh}V }zh}V , @zh,wh,vh P V h
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Theorem 2 Problem 10 has at most one solution puh, phq in Xh �Qh such
that

}uh}V   pC0 � C1q β?
2
. (25)

Proof Assume that pu1, p1q and pu2, p2q are two solutions of Problem (10) and
denote w � u1�u2 and r � p1�p2. Then, we have for all pvh, qhq in V h�Qh
µapw,vhq�bpr,vhq�bpqh,wq�cpu1,u1,u1,vhq�cpu2,u2,u2,vhq � 0. (26)

We can write:

cpu1,u1,u1,vhq � cpu2,u2,u2,vhq � cpu2,u2,w,vhq � cpu1,w,u1,vhq
�cn`pu1,u2,u1,vhq � cn`pu2,u2,u1,vhq.

Using the inf-sup condition (21), we have:

β}pw, rq}V �Q ¤ sup
pvh,qhqPV h�Qh

µapw,vhq � bpr,vhq � bpqh,wq � cpu2,u2,w,vhq
}pvh, qhq}V �Q

¤ sup
pvh,qhqPV h�Qh

|cpu1,w,u1,vhq| � |cn`pu1,u2,u1,vhq � cn`pu2,u2,u1,vhq|
}pvh, qhq}V �Q .

Using the continuity property (11) and the bound (26), we have

β}pw, rq}V �Q ¤ pC0 � C1q}u1}V }w}V ,
and with assumption (25), this implies that w � 0 and r � 0.

In the next section, optimal error estimates are obtained.

4 Error Estimates

In this section, error estimates are derived. We recall an approximation oper-
ator Rh : H1

0pΩq ÞÑ V h satisfying:

bpqh, Rhpvq � vq � 0, @v PH1
0pΩq, @qh P Qh, (27)

}Rhpvq � v}V ¤ CRh
s�1|v|HspΩq, @s P r1, 2s, @v PH1

0pΩq XHspΩq.
(28)

More details on the construction of the operator Rh can be found in [21,10].
The following theorem establishes an a priori error estimate for the numerical
solution.

Theorem 3 Assume there is a solution pu, pq to (1)-(3) such that u PH2pΩq,
p P H1pΩq and the following bound holds:

|u|H1pΩq ¤
β

2
?

2C0CR
. (29)

Then, there exists a constant M independent of h, u and p such that

}u� uh}V ¤Mh
�|u|H2pΩq � }p}H1pΩq

�
.
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Proof We decompose the errors into a numerical error and an approximation
error. Denote πp P Qh an optimal approximation of p; for instance, πp could
be an interpolant or a L2 projection. Define

ξu � uh �Rhpuq, ξp � ph � πp, ηu � u�Rhpuq, ηp � p� πp

The error equation is:

µapξu,vhq � bpξp,vhq � bpqh, ξuq � cpuh,uh,uh,vhq � cpu,u,u,vhq
� µapηu,vhq � bpηp,vhq � bpqh,ηuq.

Using the fact that u is in H1
0pΩq, we write:

cpuh,uh,uh,vhq � cpu,u,u,vhq � cpuh,uh,uh,vhq � cpuh,u,u,vhq
� cpuh,uh, ξu,vhq � cpuh, ξu, Rhpuq,vhq � cpuh,ηu, Rhpuq,vhq � cpuh,u,ηu,vhq.

Using the inf-sup condition (21), we obtain:

β}pξu, ξpq}V �Q ¤ sup
pvh,qhqPV h�Qh

1

}pvh, qhq}V �Q
�
µapηu,vhq � bpηp,vhq

�bpqh,ηuq � cpuh, ξu, Rhpuq,vhq � cpuh,ηu, Rhpuq,vhq � cpuh,u,ηu,vhq
�
.

The term bpqh,ηuq vanishes due to (27). From (28), we have

}Rhpuq}V ¤ CR|u|H1pΩq

With the continuity of c (property (11)), we then obtain

cpuh, ξu, Rhpuq,vhq ¤ C0CR}ξu}V |u|H1pΩq}vh}V .

Using arguments similar to those found in [11], we obtain the following bound:

µapηu,vhq � bpηp,vhq � cpuh,ηu, Rhpuq,vhq � cpuh,u,ηu,vhq
¤Mhp|u|H2pΩq � |p|H1pΩqq}vh}V ,

where M is a constant independent of h, u and p but depends on µ. Combining
the bounds above yields

β}pξu, ξpq}V �Q ¤Mhp|u|H2pΩq � |p|H1pΩqq � C0CR}ξu}V |u|H1pΩq.

Using assumption (29), we conclude:

β

2
?

2
}ξu}V � β}ξp}Q ¤Mhp|u|H2pΩq � |p|H1pΩqq.

The final result is obtained by using a triangle inequality and the optimal
approximations of Rhpuq and πp.
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5 An inf-sup condition

In this section, we give the proof of Proposition 1. We fix ũh satisfying (20). For
a given pair puh, ph), we show that there exist constants β1 and β2 independent
of h and ũh and that there exist functions vh and qh satisfying:

β1}puh, phq}2V �Q ¤ Sũh
ppuh, phq, pvh, qhqq, (30)

}pvh, qhq}V �Q ¤ β2}puh, phq}V �Q. (31)

The inf-sup condition then follows with β � β1{β2. We will choose qh � ph.
For the choice of the velocity vh, a linear combination of special functions is
chosen. We will make use of a projection result proved in [6].

Lemma 2 Let ah be a piecewise constant vector on the mesh elements and let
bh, ch be piecewise constant vectors on the mesh faces. There exists a unique
function φh P V h such that

1

|τ |
»
τ

φh � ah|τ , @τ P Th,

t∇φhu|FnF � bh|F , @F P Fh,

1

|F |
»
F

tφhu � ch|F , @F P Fi.

Moreover, φh satisfies the following a priori estimate for a constant MP in-
dependent of h

}h̃� 1
2φh}2Th

� }φh}2V ¤MP

�
}h̃�1ah}2Th

� }h̃ 1
2 bh}2Fh

� }h̃� 1
2 ch}2Fi

	
.

We note that the constant MP introduced below only depends on inverse,
trace and approximation inequalities. Indeed, one can show that

MP � 4 max

�
C2
I � 1, C2

T , C
2
T p

1

4
� C2

Aq


.

We now construct two special functions wh and zh in V h.

Lemma 3 Let wh P V h be the projection defined in Lemma 2 with the argu-
ments

ah � 0, bh|F � εrh�1�ruhs|F , ch � 0, (32)

and let zh be the projection defined by the arguments

ah � 0, bh � 0, ch|F � �h̃rphs|F . (33)
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Then, the following equalities and inequalities hold

cpũh, ũh,uh,whq ¥ �N0}ũh}V p||∇uh||2Th
� ||h̃� 1

2 �ruhs||2Fh
q, (34)

cpũh, ũh,uh, zhq ¥ �N1

2
}ũh}2V p||∇uh||2Th

� ||h̃� 1
2 �ruhs||2Fh

q � 1

2
}h̃ 1

2 rphs}2Fi
,

(35)

apuh,whq � }h̃� 1
2 �ruhs}2Fh

, (36)

bpph,whq � 0, (37)

apuh, zhq ¥ �N2||∇uh||2Th
� 1

4
}h̃1{2rphs}2Fi

, (38)

bpph, zhq � }h̃1{2rphs}2Fi
. (39)

The constants N0, N1 and N2 are independent of h and ũh. In fact, N0 �
C0M

1{2
P {CE, N1 � C2

0MP {p2C2
Eq and N2 � C2

T .

Proof By Lemma 2, we have

}wh}V ¤M
1{2
P ||h̃� 1

2 �ruhs||Fh
, }zh}V ¤M

1{2
P ||h̃ 1

2 rphs||Fi . (40)

These bounds are combined with (11) to yield

cpũh, ũh,uh,whq ¤ C0M
1{2
P }ũh}V }uh}V ||h̃� 1

2 �ruhs||Fh
, (41)

cpũh, ũh,uh, zhq ¤ C0M
1{2
P }ũh}V }uh}V ||h̃ 1

2 rphs||Fi
. (42)

Using the equivalence of norms (5) in (41) we obtain (34) withN0 � C0M
1{2
P {CE .

Similarly we obtain (35) with N1 � C2
0MP {p2C2

Eq. Next, we rewrite the form
ap�, �q by integrating by parts.

apuh,whq � �p∆uh,whqTh
� pr∇uhsnF , twuqFi

� εpruhs, t∇whunF qFh
.

For any function χ in V h, it is easy to check that ∆χ is a piecewise constant
vector on each mesh element, and that ∇χnF is a piecewise constant vector on
each mesh face. Indeed for the latter, if one writes χ � pχ1, . . . , χdq then, one
can check that ∇χi belongs to the Raviart-Thomas space RT0, and therefore
∇χi � nF is constant on each face. Thus we can write

apuh,whq � �p∆uh, �whqTh
� pr∇uhsnF ,�twuqFi � εp�ruhs, t∇whunF qFh

.

By construction of wh, this simplifies to

apuh,whq � p�ruhs, h̃�1�ruhsqFh
,

which is (36). Moreover by integration by parts, we obtain:

bpph,whq � p∇ph,whqTh
� prphs, twh � nF uqFi

.

Since ph is piecewise constant, we can write:

bpph,whq � �prphs, twh � nF uqFi
� �prphs,�twhu � nF qFi

,
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which is zero by construction of wh. Similarly, we have

bpph, zhq � �prphs,�tzhu � nF qFi � }h̃1{2rphs}2Fi
,

by construction of zh. It remains to bound apuh, zhq. We follow the argument
above and obtain:

apuh, zhq � �p∆uh,�zhqTh
� pr∇uhsnF ,�tzuqFi � εp�ruhs, t∇zhunF qFh

.

By construction of zh, this simplifies to:

apuh, zhq � �pr∇uhsnF , h̃rphsqFi .

Using Cauchy-Schwarz’s inequality and the trace inequality (16), we obtain:

apuh, zhq ¤ CT }∇uh}Th
}h̃1{2rphs}Fi .

The final result (38) is obtained by applying Young’s inequality.

We now select the test function vh as:

vh � Auh �Bwh � 2zh,

with different constants A,B depending on the sign of the DG parameter ε.
In the case where ε � 1, the constants are

A � 1

µ

�
1 � 2µN2 �N1}ũh}2V �BN0}ũh}V

�
,

B � 1 �N1}ũh}2V
µ�N0}ũh}V .

In the case where ε � �1, the constants are:

A � 1

µ

�
2 � 4µN2 � 2N1}ũh}2V � 2BN0}ũh}V

�
,

B � 1 � 4C2
T p1 � 2µN2q � p1 � 4C2

T qN1}ũh}2V
µ� p1 � 4C2

T qN0}ũh}V .

With this choice of vh and the choice qh � ph, we compute:

Sũh
ppuh, phq, pvh, qhqq � µAapuh,uhq � µBapuh,whq � 2µapuh, zhq

�Abpph,uhq �Bbpph,whq � 2bpph, zhq � bpph,uhq �Acp�uh,�uh,uh,uhq
�Bcp�uh,�uh,uh,whq � 2cp�uh,�uh,uh, zhq.

We now note that bpph,uhq � 0. For the case ε � 1, we also have: apuh,uhq �
}uh}2Th

. In the case of ε � �1, we have:

apuh,uhq � }uh}2Th
� 2pt∇uhunF , ruhsqFh

.
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Using Cauchy-Schwarz’s inequality and the trace inequality (15), we obtain:

2pt∇uhunF , ruhsqFh
¤ 2}h̃�1{2�ruhs}Fh

}h̃1{2t∇uhunF }Fh

¤ 2CT }h̃�1{2�ruhs}Fh
}∇uh}Th

¤ 1

2
}∇uh}2Th

� 2C2
T }h̃�1{2�ruhs}2Fh

.

Thus, we have

apuh,uhq ¥ 1

2
}∇uh}2Th

� 2C2
T }h̃�1{2�ruhs}2Fh

.

Using the positivity result (12), Lemma 3, and the lower bounds for apuh,uhq,
the expression above simplifies to:

Sũh
ppuh, phq, pvh, qhqq ¥ 1

2

�
}∇uh}2Th

� }h̃�1{2�ruhs}2Fh
� }h̃1{2rphs}2Fi

	
.

This implies that β1 � 1{2 in (30). It remains to check that the constants
A and B are positive and bounded, and that vh is bounded. First, in the
non-symmetric case (ε � 1), condition (20) is equivalent to

}ũh} ¤ µ

2N0
,

which implies that µ�1 ¤ B ¤ 2µ�1p1�N1C2q. This means that A is positive,
and bounded above independent of h and ũh. Second, in the symmetric case
(ε � �1), condition (20) is equivalent to

}ũh} ¤ µ

2N0p1 � 4C2
T q
,

which implies that µ�1 ¤ B ¤ 2µ�1p1 � 4C2
T p1 � 2µN2q � p1 � 4C2

T qN1C2q.
This also means that A is positive and bounded above independent of h and
ũh. We now find the constant β2 in (31). By construction of vh, we have

}vh}V ¤ A}uh}V �B}wh}V � 2}zh}V

Using (40), this yields

}vh}V ¤ pA�BM
1{2
P q}uh}V � 2M

1{2
P }ph}L2pΩq.

Therefore there exists a constant β2 independent of h such that (31) holds. In
fact,

β2 �
?

2 maxpA�BM
1{2
P , 2M

1{2
P q.

Since the constants A,B and MP are independent of h and of ũh, we can
conclude.
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6 Continuity of map G

In this section we prove that G is continuous. To simplify the writing, we
drop the subscript h in what follows. Let pũnqn¥0 be a sequence in Xh that
converges to ũ in Xh. Let pp̃nqn¥0 be a sequence in Qh that converges to p̃ in
Qh. Define pun, pnq � Gpũn, p̃nq and pu, pq � Gpru, rpq. We will show that the
sequence punqn¥0 converges to u in Xh and the sequence ppnqn¥0 converges
to p in Qh. By definition we have for all pv, qq in V h �Qh.

µapu�un,vq� bpp�pn,vq� bpq,u�unq� cpru, ru,u,vq� cpũn, ũn,u,vq � 0.
(43)

We decompose the form c into a trilinear part and a nonlinear part. We write

cpzh,uh,vh,whq � c`puh,vh,whq � cn`pzh,uh,vh,whq,
where the form cn` is

cn`pz,u,v,wq �
¸
τPTh

»
Bτz
�

|tuu � nτ |pvint � vextq �wint.

We note that

c`pũ,u,vq � c`pũn,un,vq � c`pũn,u� un,vq � c`pũ� ũn,u,vq, (44)

and

cn`pũ, ũ,u,vq � cn`pũn, ũn,un,vq � cn`pũn, ũ� ũn,u,vq
�cn`pũn, ũn,u� un,vq � cn`pũ, ũ,u,vq � cn`pũn, ũ,u,vq. (45)

Using (44) and (45) in (43), we obtain

Sũn
ppu� un, p� pnq, pv, qqq � �c`pũ� ũn, ũ,vq � cn`pũn, ũ� ũn,u,vq

�cn`pũ, ũ,u,vq � cn`pũn, ũ,u,vq. (46)

Using continuity of c, we have

|c`pũ� ũn, ũ,vq| ¤ C0}ũ� ũn}V }ũ}V }v}V , (47)

|cn`pũn, ũ� ũn,u,vq| ¤ C0}ũ� ũn}V }u}V }v}V . (48)

Using the inf-sup condition (21), the bounds (47), (48), equation (46) becomes

β}pu� un, p� pnq}pV ,Qq ¤ C0p}ru}V � }u}V q}ru� run}V
� sup

vPV h

|cn`pũn, ũ,u,vq � cn`pũ, ũ,u,vq|
}v}V .

To conclude that G is continuous, it suffices to show that:

lim
nÑ8

sup
vPV h

|cn`pũn, ũ,u,vq � cn`pũ, ũ,u,vq|
}v}V � 0.

This is proved in the following lemma.
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Lemma 4 Assume that pũnqn converges to ũ in V bs. Then for any u P V bs,
we have

lim
nÑ8

sup
vPV h

|cn`pũn, ũ,u,vq � cn`pũ, ũ,u,vq|
}v}V � 0. (49)

Proof Denote by θ the integrand of `pũn, ũ,u,vq. We have

cn`pũn, ũ,u,vq � cn`pũ, ũ,u,vq �
¸
τPTh

� »
Bτ ũn
�

θ �
»
Bτ ũ
�

θ
�
.

We now fix an element τ in Th and consider one face F in Bτ . We recall the
definition (9):

Bτ ũ� � tx P Bτ : tũu � nτ   0u, Bτ ũn
� � tx P Bτ : tũnu � nτ   0u.

From the definition of V h the functions truu � nτ and tũn � nτu are quadratic
polynomials on F . Define

WF �
»
FXBτ run

�

θ �
»
FXBτ ru

�

θ.

From equivalence of norms and the fact that ũn converges to ũ in V h, we
have

lim
nÑ8

}truu � nF � trunu � nF }L8pF q � 0. (50)

Clearly this implies that if the quadratic function truu � nF never vanishes on
F , then there exists n0 ¥ 0 so that for all n ¥ n0 the function trunu � nF has
the same strict sign than truu �nF . This implies that W � 0. In the other case
where the quadratic function truu �nF vanishes to at least one point on F , we
write using the characteristic function:

WF �
»
F

θpχ
FXBτ run

�

� χFXBτ ru
�

q.

This gives by expanding the definition of θ:

|WF | ¤ }truu � nτ }L4pF q}rus}L4pF q}vint}L4pF q}χFXBτ run
�

� χFXBτ ru
�

}L4pF q.

Using trace inequalities, we have for constants M�
F independent of v and n:¸

τPTh

¸
FPBτ

|WF | ¤ }v}V
¸
τPTh

¸
FPBτ

M�
F }χFXBτ run

�

� χFXBτ ru
�

}L4pF q.

This implies that

sup
vPV h

`pũn, ũ,u,vq � `pũ, ũ,u,vq
}v}V ¤

¸
τPTh

¸
FPBτ

M�
F }χFXBτ run

�

� χFXBτ ru
�

}L4pF q.

It suffices then to show that for a given face F of a mesh element τ

lim
nÑ8

}χ
FXBτ run

�

� χFXBτ ru
�

}L4pF q � 0.
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Table 1 Errors and convergence rates for viscosity µ � 1 and for ε � 1.

?
2h }u� uh}Th

rate }u� uh}L2pΩq rate }p� ph}Q rate

1{2 1.44� 100 � 1.52� 10�1 � 1.01� 100 �
1{4 9.10� 10�1 0.66 5.41� 10�2 1.48 1.00� 100 0.01
1{8 5.12� 10�1 0.83 1.82� 10�2 1.57 6.95� 10�1 0.53
1{16 2.70� 10�1 0.92 5.27� 10�3 1.81 3.96� 10�1 0.81
1{32 1.38� 10�1 0.97 1.40� 10�3 1.91 2.08� 10�1 0.93

The quadratic function truu � nF vanishes at one or two points located in F̄ .
Fix ε ¡ 0. From (50), we see that there exists n0 ¥ 0 so that for all n ¥ n0
the function trunu �nF has the same strict sign than truu �nF on F except on
one or two (at most) intervals whose total length is bounded by ε. So we have

}χ
FXBτ run

�

� χFXBτ ru
�

}4L4pF q ¤ ε,

which concludes the proof.

7 Numerical Results

We test the proposed method on a unit square for the follwing exact solution
(see [16,8]). The velocity and pressure are defined as:

upx, yq � p1 � eλx cosp2πyq, λ
2π
eλx sinp2πyqq,

ppx, yq � 1

2
� 1

2
e2λx,

with the parameter

λ � �8π2µ

1 � p1 � 64π2µ2q1{2 .

A Picard iteration is used for solving the nonlinear problem (10). The stopping
criterion is that the broken gradient norm of the difference between two suc-
cessive iterates is less than 10�10. The scheme is slightly modified to take into
account the fact that the exact velocity does not vanishes on the boundary.
First the viscosity µ is set equal to one. The domain is partitioned into a tri-
angular mesh and the numerical solutions are obtained on a sequence of suc-
cessive uniformly refined meshes. Table 1 and table 2 show the errors and the
convergence rates for the symmetric and non-symmetric a, namely ε � �1 and
ε � �1, respectively. We observe first order convergence rates for }u� uh}Th

and }p�ph}Q. We also see that the method is second order convergent for the
L2 error }u� uh}L2pΩq.
Second we decrease the viscosity and simulate the flow with µ � 0.1 and
µ � 0.01. In other words, we increase the Reynolds numbers. Table 3 and ta-
ble 4 show the errors and convergence rates µ � 0.1 and µ � 0.01 respectively.
The non-symmetric form a (with ε � 1) is chosen. We observe as expected
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Table 2 Errors and convergence rates for viscosity µ � 1 and for ε � �1.

?
2h }u� uh}Th

rate }u� uh}L2pΩq rate }p� ph}Q rate

1{2 1.93� 100 � 2.44� 10�1 � 9.52� 10�1 �
1{4 9.34� 10�1 1.05 5.31� 10�2 2.20 1.05� 100 �0.14
1{8 5.15� 10�1 0.85 1.78� 10�2 1.57 7.10� 10�1 0.56
1{16 2.71� 10�1 0.93 5.22� 10�3 1.77 3.98� 10�1 0.83
1{32 1.38� 10�2 0.97 1.40� 10�3 1.91 2.08� 10�1 0.99

Table 3 Errors and convergence rates for viscosity µ � 10�1.

?
2h }u� uh}Th

rate }u� uh}L2pΩq rate }p� ph}Q rate

1{2 1.43� 100 � 1.06� 10�1 � 9.19� 10�2 �
1{4 8.64� 10�1 0.73 4.77� 10�2 1.15 9.07� 10�2 0.02
1{8 4.92� 10�1 0.81 1.91� 10�2 1.32 7.44� 10�2 0.28
1{16 2.75� 10�1 0.84 6.15� 10�3 1.63 4.71� 10�2 0.66
1{32 1.47� 10�1 0.90 1.74� 10�3 1.82 2.60� 10�2 0.86

Table 4 Errors and convergence rates for viscosity µ � 10�2.

?
2h }u� uh}Th

rate }u� uh}L2pΩq rate }p� ph}Q rate

1{2 2.16� 100 � 1.84� 10�1 � 1.11� 10�1 �
1{4 1.42� 100 0.60 6.95� 10�2 1.40 5.52� 10�2 1.01
1{8 7.72� 10�1 0.88 2.72� 10�2 1.35 2.71� 10�2 1.02
1{16 4.21� 10�1 0.87 9.59� 10�3 1.51 1.46� 10�2 0.89
1{32 2.44� 10�1 0.79 3.09� 10�3 1.63 7.62� 10�3 0.94

first order convergence of the method. For this example, the method with a
symmetric form (ε � �1) was not stable. We believe that the lack of stability
is due to the tighter small data condition (23) that holds for the symmetric
case.

8 Conclusions

In this paper we analyzed a first-order discontinuous Galerkin method for the
steady-state incompressible Navier-Stokes equations that is not stabilized by
the standard penalty jump term. Stabilization is obtained by locally enriching
the velocity space by one quadratic function on each mesh element. The main
contribution of the paper is the theoretical analysis of the scheme. It is based
on the application of the Leray-Schauder theorem. Convergence of the method
is proved under a small data condition. This theoretical result is confirmed by
a numerical test problem.
The penalty-free numerical solution satisfies the momentum equation locally
on each mesh element. It would be of interest to further investigate the benefits
of this property by solving a complex application, such as the coupling of
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Navier-Stokes region with a porous medium region via the Beavers-Joseph-
Saffman condition.
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